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Check Out The #1 Agency Recommended 
Management System 

AgencyBloc helps life and health insurance 
agencies grow their business by organizing 

and automating their operations using a 
combination of an industry-specific CRM, 
commissions processing, and integrated 

business & marketing automation.

WHAT IS 

https://www.agencybloc.com/schedule-demo/
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Insurance agencies are incredibly busy places—that’s no 
secret. Agency owners, agents, and staff spend a lot of time 
on policy renewals, lead follow-ups, policy application status, 
new client onboarding, paperwork, and other administrative 
tasks.

In fact, business managers in a recent study said that 
administrative tasks consume two days every week. When 
these tasks are handled manually within Excel sheets, paper 
SOPs, and post-it notes, it’s not only inefficient, but there’s 
the possibility that important steps are missed.

This eBook introduces a better way for insurance agencies to 
take on their day-to-day: automated workflow. Automation 
allows agencies to transition from manual processes that are 
inefficient to an automated system that keeps everyone on 
track and prevents important activities from falling through 
the cracks. 

This eBook will cover what automation is, how it can be 
applied to insurance agencies, what opportunities agencies 
have to use automated workflows, and how they can 
monitor it.

IN THIS EBOOK...

https://www.servicenow.com/content/dam/servicenow/documents/whitepapers/sn-state-of-work-report.pdf
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SEC TION 1:

WHAT IS AUTOMATION?



WHAT IS AUTOMATION?
Automation is now embedded in our everyday lives in multiple 
areas. Although we don’t all personally use automation 
extensively, we’re all aware of the following examples. 

In the mornings, we can walk down the stairs to brewed coffee 
thanks to our automatic coffee pots. We can tell Amazon’s Alexa, 
“add eggs to the grocery list”, and pull up that list later on at the 
store. When we leave the house, we can save energy with our 
digital thermostats, like Nest, as they adjust the temp until we’re 
due to be back home.

We can set bills to be paid automatically each month. We can 
have house staples, like paper towels and laundry detergent, 
delivered to our house on our schedule in a “set it and forget 
it” manner. And we’re all aware of the driverless cars hitting the 
market. 

There are so many ways automation can and has streamlined 
our days. However, even though we’ve seen the benefits, some 
of us still delay adopting automation. And there’s a few reasons 
why.

New Technology Adoption
Robert Treumann, President/CEO of eSCRIBE Software Ltd., 
has 25 years experience in sales and marketing, product 
development, and operations and management, and writes 
several articles a month covering how businesses should turn to 
technology to reach their goals.
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https://www.amazon.com/Amazon-Echo-And-Alexa-Devices/b?ie=UTF8&node=9818047011
https://nest.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/roberttreumannescribesoftware/
https://escribemeetings.com/


Treumann describes 15 barriers to adoption of new technology. 
This list includes barriers that individuals face when adopting 
technology, including automation tools, into their own lives, but 
also that businesses face when adopting for their entire team. 

Treumann points out:
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“Adoption of any new technology does come down 
to a comparison of costs and benefits, however that 
evaluation is by impacted by specific drawbacks that 
create a chasm, a seemingly huge gap or barrier that 
impedes progress. That gap is described by some as 
a break between two stages or types of adopters; the 
technology enthusiasts and the early majority adopters. 
It’s a gap between visionaries and pragmatists, 
between those who see how ideal things could be 
and those who just want to make it work.”
—Robert Treumann, President/CEO of eSCRIBE Software Ltd.

He lists the following as barriers to technology adoption:

Lack of leadership/support for innovation

Comfort level – effect of disruption

Time to make changes and adjust

Understanding of and ability to implement

Social implications – changes in collaboration 
communication styles

Current processes or procedures

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140704145017-392712-top-15-barriers-to-adopting-new-technology/
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Budgetary priorities

Difficulty/availability/time for training

Resistance to learning new technology

Work stress/overload

Cost

Proof of value

Reliability – will it continue to provide value

User acceptance

Performance

This is a long list, but you can see where each of these might 
affect an individual, and especially an entire team. However, this 
gap between those who adopt quickly and those who lag behind 
is what we should focus on.

Where visionaries see this list as areas to discuss with their team 
and work out solutions, pragmatists see these as hard-stop 
roadblocks. Although putting the right resources in place when 
adopting technology is critical, having the right mindset is just as 
important—otherwise, you’ll never adopt and your business will 
fall behind.

“Automation of activities can enable businesses to improve 
performance, by reducing errors and improving quality and speed, 
and in some cases achieving outcomes that go beyond human
capabilities.”
—MCKINSEY GLOBAL INSTITUTE

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/featured%20insights/digital%20disruption/harnessing%20automation%20for%20a%20future%20that%20works/a-future-that-works-executive-summary-mgi-january-2017.ashx
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Use this list of 15 barriers as a conversation starting point with 
your executive team and with your team as a whole. 

What resources need to be put in place to make the new 
technology adoption smooth? What is your team’s comfort level 
with the new technology? What current processes or procedures 
will need to change? What does your team’s current workload 
look like, and how will training fit into that?

The answers to all of these questions will guide your adoption 
process of new technology, including automation.

Now that we’ve covered the basics of what automation is and the 
potential barriers to the adoption of it, let’s take a look at how it 
applies to your day-to-day in an insurance agency.
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SEC TION 2:

WHAT IS AUTOMATED WORKFLOW?



WHAT IS AUTOMATED WORKFLOW?
Automated workflow is applying the automation we were 
discussing to everyday “workflows” at your job. 

By strict definition, an automated workflow is a set of selected 
actions that happen when triggered by an event or action. They 
are built to create efficiency and consistency in your workflow.

What does your workflow look like?
Think about all of the things you do regularly at your agency: 
service clients, email coworkers, submit policy applications, send 
important correspondence to current clients, work on policy 
renewals, generate new business…the list goes on and on.

All of this takes serious time and resources when done manually. 
How do you make sure every step of every process gets done? 
Do you ever find yourself wondering if you remembered to do 
something? Worse yet, how often do you realize you forgot to do 
something that ultimately has a negative effect on your business 
or clients?

All of these things you do throughout your day make up separate 
“workflows”. Put simply, a workflow is the steps you take to 
complete an overall task. When your workflow is manual, it 
might look like this: 

1. You notice on your desk or computer calendar that you 
have a policy renewal coming up for a client.

2. You make a mental note or write on a post-it to remind 
yourself to call them to get the process started.
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https://www.agencybloc.com/lp/agencybloc-automated-workflow/


1. You call, but no answer. So, you begin writing an email to 
them but then your phone rings and you take another call.

2. After making another note on the call you just took, you 
send the email, then send another email to a co-worker 
involved with the renewal to let them know you’ve reached 
out.

This is just one example, but you get the picture. And if you’re 
dealing with hundreds of clients, you can see how this process 
can quickly become frustrating. Manual workflows are full of 
written SOPs (standard operating procedures), worksheets, 
checklists, and post-it notes to guide you through the steps to 
take for each of your agency’s business processes, like a policy 
renewal. And all of these items, like checklists, are in place 
because it’s important to you and the agency that each process 
is done in its entirety. Fortunately, because these processes 
often follow the same steps each time, they can be automated.

Let’s take a look at an example of an automated workflow set up 
in AgencyBloc.

POLICY RENEWAL - AUTOMATED WORKFLOW EXAMPLE
Like previously stated, an automated workflow is a set of 
selected actions that happen when triggered. The actions are 
pre-chosen as is the trigger that sets them off. 

In AgencyBloc, these “actions” are task assignments or email 
sends. Tasks can be emails to prospects, activities assigned to 
agents, and much more. 

Let’s take a look at automated communication for a policy 
renewal.
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https://www.agencybloc.com/tour/manage-your-agency/#automate


With automation, when the policy renewal date is approaching, 
a workfl ow automatically creates and assigns all of the tasks/to-
dos for the renewal:

1. 4 months before the renewal date: An email is sent to the 
client/policyholder to get the process started

2. 4 months before the renewal date: A task is assigned to the 
policy’s account manager reminding them to reach out to 
the client to get the process started

3. 2 months before the renewal date: Another task is assigned 
to the policy’s account manager bringing the renewal to 
their attention again to ensure things are moving forward

You can see the setup and the actions taken for this automated 
workfl ow (specifi cally for Group policies) within AgencyBloc in 
the following images.
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Group Policy Renewal Automated Workfl ow Setup in AgencyBloc



Once this automated workfl ow is triggered (when the policy 
renewal date is approaching), it will begin sending emails or 
assigning tasks where appropriate, based on the setup. In this 
instance, the policy’s account manager would see three activities 
assigned to him or her over the span of four months. 

Remember: automated workfl ows are customizable. You build 
them to do what you want. So, in this example, you could also 
have the policy’s account manager receive an email notifying 
them of the activity, instead of just an activity reminder on their 
dashboard.

Automated Workfl ows are built upon triggered emails and 
task assignments. They create effi  ciencies, but they also bring 
assurance that the necessary steps are being taken for every 
business process in your agency. These workfl ows can be easily 
built, but they’re contingent on your data being in an agency 
management system (AMS) that has built-in automated workfl ow 
capabilities, like AgencyBloc.
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Group Policy Renewal Automated Workfl ow Setup in AgencyBloc

https://www.agencybloc.com/tour/
https://www.agencybloc.com/lp/agencybloc-automated-workflow/
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SEC TION 3:

AUTOMATION OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
INSURANCE AGENCIES



AUTOMATION OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
INSUR ANCE AGENCIES

So, what else should your agency automate besides policy 
renewals? 

The business processes and the steps within them differ from 
agency to agency; therefore, there’s no right answer to what you 
should automate. However, you can decide what processes to 
automate by identifying what you’d like to achieve. 

Want to increase client retention? Consider setting up an 
automated happy birthday campaign along with your policy 
renewal campaigns to ensure regular communication with 
clients, especially when important events like these are 
approaching. Making sure important communications to clients 
go out on time increases client confidence and loyalty. 

Hoping to feel more organized during policy application 
processes? An automated workflow here can assign tasks to 
agents to be sure they’re closely monitoring the application and 
keeping in contact with the client/policyholder through every 
stage.
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Of clients who leave an insurance agency, 80% of them 
cite “lack of communication” as the reason why.
—ROCKET REFERRALS

https://www.agencybloc.com/resources/client-prospect-relationships/client-retention/the-1-reason-clients-leave-your-insurance-agency/
https://www.agencybloc.com/resources/client-prospect-relationships/client-retention/the-1-reason-clients-leave-your-insurance-agency/


Looking to increase your conversion rate? (Who isn’t?!) Tie 
an automated workflow to your lead form so that immediately 
when a lead comes in, communication happens. Automate 
an email to the lead letting them know you received their 
information, and assign a task to an agent to follow-up. 

Remember: You might differ from another agent or employee in 
the way you reach out to a client or prospect, but neither of you 
want to forget the touchpoint, overall. Automated workflows are 
a great way to automatically reach out to clients and prospects, 
but still be able to add your own personal touch.

These are just a few examples of how automation can aid in your 
agency’s business processes. You’re likely thinking of many more 
workflows you could potentially set up, but let’s take a look at 
the six pre-built automated workflows included in AgencyBloc 
that help agencies get started. 

AgencyBloc Pre-Built Automated Workflows
AgencyBloc includes six pre-built industry-specific automated 
workflows. You can use these workflows as-is, or edit them to 
be more tailored to your agency. Our pre-built workflows give 
you simple ideas of where to get started in building your own 
workflows. 

For each of these automated workflows, there is logic behind 
them. 
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“The early bird gets the worm. 50% of sales go to the first 
salesperson to contact the prospect.”
—INSIDESALES.COM

https://www.agencybloc.com/resources/grow-your-agency/selling/7-surprising-sales-statistics--what-to-do-about-them/
https://www.agencybloc.com/lp/agencybloc-automated-workflow/
https://www.agencybloc.com/lp/agencybloc-automated-workflow/


It looks like this:

Trigger Type: The record type that the trigger is based on.
Trigger When: Event in the application that triggers the 
workflow. The events you can choose from vary depending on 
the trigger type.
And Meets Criteria: Additional conditions that must be met to 
trigger the workflow. You can create a workflow without adding 
criteria. Criteria help you target specific records in your account 
that meet the trigger conditions.

These define when a workflow will be put in motion. After that, 
you define what happens, or the actions. Let’s look at the pre-
built workflows in AgencyBloc as examples.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
This automated workflow is great for keeping in touch with your 
clients and agents. Did you know that your clients expect to 
hear from you a lot more than once a year when your renewal is 
approaching? Wishing them a happy birthday is a simple way to 
reach out and keep your agency top-of-mind for them.

Automated Workflow Details

Trigger Type: Individuals
Trigger When: An individual’s birthday is approaching, every 
year
Criteria: None
Actions:

• Immediately: Email sent to individual wishing them a happy 
birthday
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NEW INDIVIDUAL PROSPECT
A quick follow-up is key to winning a prospect. Remember: 50% 
of sales go to the first salesperson to contact the lead, so don’t 
chance missing the follow-up or being late. This workflow lets 
an agent know immediately that a new lead has come in and to 
reach out ASAP.

Automated Workflow Details

Trigger Type: Individuals
Trigger When: An individual is created
Criteria: Type = Prospect
Actions:

• Immediately: Activity assigned to user with due date to 
follow-up

LEAD FORM SUBMITTED
This is just like the “New Individual Prospect” workflow, but it 
works with lead forms you have set up in AgencyBloc. You want 
to reach out to the lead immediately, and this workflow helps 
with that.

Once the lead submits the form on your website, they receive an 
email letting them know your agency received their information, 
and an activity is simultaneously assigned to someone to follow-
up with this lead ASAP.

Automated Workflow Details

Trigger Type: Individuals
Trigger When: An individual is created
Criteria: Lead Form = [Sample Lead Form]
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https://www.agencybloc.com/resources/grow-your-agency/selling/7-surprising-sales-statistics--what-to-do-about-them/
https://www.agencybloc.com/resources/grow-your-agency/selling/7-surprising-sales-statistics--what-to-do-about-them/


Actions:
• Immediately: Email is sent to individual who filled out the 

form (“Thanks for your interest!”)
• Immediately: Activity assigned to user with due date to 

follow-up

POLICY APPLICATION SUBMITTED
Like we’ve mentioned, clients want to have consistent 
contact with you, and they want to be updated on important 
information. This workflow does just that. When a policy 
has been submitted, it immediately sends an email to the 
policyholder to update them of where it’s at in the process. It 
also alerts the agent so they always know the details in case the 
client calls in. 

Automated Workflow Details

Trigger Type: Policies
Trigger When: A policy’s app submit date is populated
Criteria: Individual Policies, Policy Status=Pending

Actions:
• Immediately: Email is sent to policyholder updating them
• Immediately: Activity assigned to policyholder’s agent of 

record with a due date to check on the policy’s status
• Two weeks later: Activity assigned to policyholder’s agent 

of record with a due date to make sure the policy went 
through
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GROUP POLICY RENEWAL
Policy renewals are vital to the financial well being of an agency. 
Depending on how many clients you serve, you might be 
working a lot of renewals at the same time. So, because these 
policy renewals tend to follow the same steps in the process 
no matter which agent is doing it, this is a great opportunity to 
implement automation. 

This workflow in AgencyBloc is looking for Group clients with 
policies that have renewal dates approaching. It assigns activities 
to the policy’s account manager to remind them to reach out and 
get the renewal going.

Automated Workflow Details

Trigger Type: Policies
Trigger When: A policy’s renewal date is approaching
Criteria: Group Policies, Policy Status = Active, Group Type = 
Client, Group Status = Enrolled
Actions:

• 3 months before renewal date: Activity assigned to policy’s 
account manager with a due date to get in touch with 
group’s primary contact

• 1 month before renewal date: Activity assigned to policy’s 
account manager to remind them to get the renewal 
process started

• 7 days before renewal date: Activity assigned to policy’s 
account manager to check that the paperwork is in process 
for the renewal
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https://www.agencybloc.com/resources/client-prospect-relationships/automation/2-simple-steps-for-automating-your-group-policy-renewals/


AGENT LICENSE EXPIRATION
Whether you manage thousands of agents or just have a few 
in-house, they’ll all appreciate getting reminders for when their 
license and E&O expiration dates are approaching. This workflow 
is for license expiration, and it uses a combination of emails and 
activities to alert the agent that their license is expiring soon.

Automated Workflow Details

Trigger Type: Agents
Trigger When: An agent’s license expiration date is approaching
Criteria: Agent Status = Active
Actions:

• 1 month before agent license expiration: Email sent to 
agent letting them know their license is expiring soon

• 2 weeks before agent license expiration: Activity assigned 
to agent’s recruiter with due date to touch base with agent 
regarding their license expiration

• 1 week before agent license expiration: Email sent to agent 
letting them know their license is expiring in one week

These six automated workflow examples likely have you thinking 
of other places where your agency could apply automation. The 
idea is to ensure efficiency and accuracy in all of your processes.

So, when your agency is running efficiently with all of these 
automated workflows, how do you monitor all of the activity? 

We’re speaking to two of those 15 barriers to adoption 
here: reliability and proof of value. Even though you’re using 
automation so you can decrease manual effort, you still want to 
keep an eye on the activity, overall. 
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https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140704145017-392712-top-15-barriers-to-adopting-new-technology/
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MONITORING AUTOMATION 
ACTIVIT Y

Depending on how many automated workfl ows you have set up, 
there are a lot of moving pieces happening—all of that workfl ow 
you manually did before! This is great, but you also want to be 
able to see clearly who is being sent what.

This becomes especially important when a client calls in, for 
example. You’ll want to see what messages they last received 
from you so you can be knowledgeable on the call. Luckily, when 
your automated workfl ows and agency management system/
CRM are in the same system, this becomes easy.
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With AgencyBloc, you can monitor the activity of your 
business as a whole, including its performance. 
Learn more!

Triggered Actions from Automated Workfl ow in AgencyBloc

https://www.agencybloc.com/tour/
https://www.agencybloc.com/tour/grow-your-agency/#dashboards


You can see on an individual basis all of the communication that 
has been happening. This particular individual (in the screenshot 
above) has three policies with the agency, and the agency has 
sent him three renewal reminder emails when those renewal 
dates were approaching.

A step up from viewing workfl ow actions on an individual basis is 
viewing the performance of each Automated Workfl ow you have 
set up in AgencyBloc. You’ll see a timeline of all the actions that 
have happened for that workfl ow (assigned tasks and emails), 
and you’ll see the performance of those emails by viewing open 
rate and click rate.
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Timeline of All Actions from Automated Workfl ow Graph in AgencyBloc



You can also view all of your Automated Workfl ows together to 
get a bird’s eye view of all actions triggered at your agency.
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Actions Triggered from Automated Workfl ow List in AgencyBloc

With this information, you get a sense of how your automation is 
performing and how productive your agency is being. 

What we’ve learned is that automation tools have proven 
benefi ts. They create effi  ciencies, ensure accuracy in processes, 
and simply make our lives easier. We see the benefi ts of 
automation in our own individual lives, and businesses who are 
adopting automation are seeing the benefi ts for their team as a 
whole.



Once you address any barriers to adoption, your agency can 
get started with automation. The first step is adopting the 
right technology, like an industry-specific agency management 
system (AMS) with automated workflow capabilities.

Once you’re in the right system for your agency, it’s all about 
deciding what you want to automate. Take a look at workflows 
that currently take a lot of manual resources, and see where 
automation can play a part. 

Lastly, be sure to continually monitor automation at your agency. 
You’ll be able to gauge the value you’re getting from certain 
automated workflows by seeing how your client relationships 
benefit or if your sales conversion rate increases. Most 
importantly: Always know what’s being sent to your clients so 
your agents and client services team feels equipped for those 
conversations.

Ready to see how AgencyBloc’s Automated Workflow could 
benefit your agency?
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https://www.agencybloc.com/tour/manage-your-agency/#automate
https://www.agencybloc.com/tour/manage-your-agency/#automate
https://www.agencybloc.com/lp/agencybloc-automated-workflow/


TAKE A LOOK AT AGENCYBLOC
AgencyBloc’s Automated Workflow allows your insurance 
agency to run better. You’ll be more efficient, and you’ll be 
confident all tasks are being handled. You’ll maintain consistent 
communication with your clients, and your agents and staff will 
feel supported in their operations. 

Ready to see if Automated Workflow is right for your agency? 
Check out AgencyBloc. AgencyBloc is an agency management 
system that helps life and health insurance agencies grow their 
business with an industry-specific CRM, commissions processing, 
and integrated business and marketing automation.
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LEARN MORE IN OUR OVERVIEW VIDEO

“Automated Workflow has helped our team stay 
organized and operate in the most efficient manner 
possible. AgencyBloc has really helped us build out our 
client service model and stay organized as we continue 
to utilize their great products going forward.”
—NED H., HAVERN BENEFITS STRATEGIES

https://www.agencybloc.com/tour/
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READY TO SEE IF AGENCYBLOC 
IS A GOOD FIT FOR YOUR 

AGENCY ?

SIGN UP FOR A LIVE, ONE-ON-ONE DEMO 
OF AGENCYBLOC.

You’ll be able to discuss your agency’s specific 
needs and see the application in action.

https://www.agencybloc.com/schedule-demo/



